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I ON TWO FRONTS
s.

HOW TO STRUGGLE AGAINST CAPITALISM

The problem of the strategical and tactical application of
Itiarxian principles is far from simple* If it were otherwise the
working class Would long ago have trampled over the capitalist agents
in our ranks and would have seized state power.-- In a mechanical
sense it would seem that with the further decay and decomposition of
capitalist society', the problems confronting the 'working class would
become simplified. But facts have definitely Proved that the 'con-
trary is true; the strategical and tactical questions have become
far more complicated. One of the main factors for this complexity
and the subsequent confusion is the series-of revolutionary defeats
of the past two decades. The class of and by itself, as an unorgan-
ized force, does not learn the lessons of these defeats; and es-
pecially of defeats of workers in other -countries. Only with the
welding together of a vanguard party of the class, capable of analy-
zing and explaining these defeats, and presenting a positive program
against cpaitalism, and for "cOmmunism:, can the class assimilate these
lessons and utilize its powerful driving force to 'complete Its his-
torical mission. '

- The position and attitude of the revolutionary parties and
the working class toward the capitalist state is . one of the most im-
portant aspects of the whole question' ---- en asPect which histOry
has proved a countless number of limes, but which is now more con-
fused than ever. The theoretical Position of revolutionary Marxists
is well known. This article confines itself to only one aspect of
the question, namely, is it permissable for revolutionists to sup-
port one group of 'capitalists, or one capitalist state ag-ainst an-
other group of capitalists? Marxists categorically answer: NO
The reformists and -centrists, both in theory and practice state the
opposite. . Their form of support differs, but like the Anarchists
or Syndicalitts in the Spainish Revolution; their support of the
capitalist state becomc.:6 obvious to all but the blind.

. ,

The Clearest exempla Of this non-Marzian position as expressed
by Centrism waa 'presented by Leon Trotsky in Volume II Number 2# Of
the Internal Bulletin of the Socialist Workers Party.

WHAT TROTSKY SAYS ON THE ',QUESTION

*However; aside from the manner in which to appraise
the expansionist policy of the U.S.S.R.. italf# there
remains the. help which_MosCow provides the imperialist

policy of Berlin. Here; first: of -all" it is necessary to
establish that 'under certain :Conditions --- up to -a cer-
tain degree and in a-certain form -- the support of this
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or that tinprialimAlould be inevitable even for a corn- -

,PletalY healthy workers state.-T, in virtue of the 1m-

possibility of breaking 'awayfrom the"chain'of world im-

porialist,telationa: The firestz-Litovsk peace without
the least doubt tkoporarily.reinforced German imperialism
against France and England: An isolated workers state

cannot fail to maneuver between the hostilo imperialist
camPsi Maneuvering means temporarily supporting one of

them against the other: To know exactly which one of the

two Camps it IS mOre advantageous or last dangerous .to -

support at To a3rtaih moment-it-not a question of'principle.-
.--- but of practical calculatioWand foresight, The inevitable

disadvantagti-thial is engendered as a ecr.goquence of thJs'
: -constrained support-for one .bourgeois state against arcther

is 'mare than coveted by the fact that the isolated wolket.s'
state is thus giventhe possibility of continuing its
existence." (Our emphasis -- p:13)

-

rItY;thiS-paragraph Trottky throws considerable. light. upon the

degree of de'generation and the- rate of speed iRiwhich his'group-is
travell,Thg away from Marxism. . In '-011i) stroke of the pen Trotsky
has negate-A:Marx' and"Lehin's basic concept of the state and the
workers position toward the-capitalist state.

'
If it is permiszable to support one group of imperialists

againat anbthr group Of tmpurialists, as Trotsky claims, and if
this "is not a question of principle but of practical calculation and
foresight", then our argument with the Stalinists and their control
of ti 3 SOViet-,Union, with their policy of supporting the "demoortic"
tur-orialists through the Poles Front yesterday, and their support
of Fasaist.Germany today, --- then this is not a principled disPUta,-

question:of:practical calcukation and foresight,. a
. disputa-with. Stalinism that shbuid be resolved within the framework

'f ofta party. '--But this is compldtely false: Trotky's first erroro
of support of one-group of taperialists' against another group of
taperialists leads him inevitably to the next error, the revisionist
:csition that this is nct a-principled question Of Ilarxiam.--'

Trotsky has fallen into-the age-old quick-sand of analyzing
vents and-.conditions-mechanicaily-Instead of Considering the-idia -
leotical process. All ecleetic,thinkers deal with the concept of a
two-cornered struggle, of black or white, of Yes or no. Such thinking
inevitablY lands them into-theo-oarP, of either the ultraleft mechanical
position of Yes or no; or the reformist (and centrist) position of
support of the "lesser evil" group of capitalists against the "big
bad wolf" capitalists, a different form of yes or no, but equally
false. Let us consider the class struggle from several different
fields of activity and present the difference between opportunism
(Staliniaa, Trotskyisa, Syndiculisi, Lautskyisa and revolutionary
Larxiaa.

1 -- REVOLUTIONISTS"- PARTICIPATION IN REACTIONARY TRADE
'UNIONS AND 'THE'TICHT"ON TWO FRONTS

'
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In every Trade union and strike struggle where the control of
the union and the strike has been usurped from the rank and file and
where the leadership is class collaborationist (Green, Lewis, Browder
Thomas, etc.) the working class and Its vanguard have one problem
that. has two aspects. They must fight on two fronts in order to win
the strike, to make gains in the interests of-the Working claps.
Before the stroke breaks Out and after it is in progress, the strikers
must fight the. exploiters (and his open agents) and their agents
within the ranks of labor (concealed, class collaborationist agents.)
To give up the fight against the "leadership* during the strike
order to unite 'our' forces" is to GIVE UP THE CLASS VICTORY OF THE
STRIKE.- In order to fight on two fronts, in this situation, it is
necessary to use two types of strategy and different tactics at the
same time.

The independent position of the working class in its udions
and strike committees calls for 'a 'frontal offensive against the ex-
ploiters, and at the same time, a, policy of-marching separatelor,
striking together with the olass collaborationist leadership, as a
stage in the process to remove the leadership when the strikers are
strong enough and understand, and again restore rank and file con-
trol, Our Trotsky supporters will possible say: But this is a
trade union fight; ,Trotsky is talking about two different groups of
imperialists. Some may even say that on this question they agree
with the above concept. But either of their replies demands only
one answer: When we are considering a workers organization such as
a trade union, and itis here a three cornered struggle (workers;
exploiters and their open agents; class collaborationist agents of
the exploiters) --- then all the more reason to expect a three cor-
nered struggle in relation to the workers' state and two stoups of
imperialists (be they "democratic" or fascist.) It is false to
support the AGENTS of the exploiters in our own ranks, and it is
oqually false to support the exploiters directly.

2- REVOLUTIONISTS' PARTICIPATION IN PARLIAMENTARY ACTION
TOWARD THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT

One does not have to give many examples in the fined of par- -

ticipation in parliamentary action to reveal this same struggle:
those who support one group .af capitalists against those Wio'cnrrY
on a three cornered fight. For revolutionists, participation in
parliamentary activity is an AUXILIARY TACTIC to disrupt, to expose,
to arouse the masses against the exploiters' corrupt state., But
reformists and centrists and grndioalista (in Spain' all enter th&
lovernMent to-SUPPORT ONE GROUP OF CAPITAI,ISTS AGAINST 4NOT4AR, in
Spain an the opportunists supported the Peoples Front (Anglo-French
bloc) against the fascists (German-Italian

In the United States the Trotskyites support BILLS or TI
,

3APITALISTS: The Mahoney-Bill in Minnesota, the Ludlow Amendment,
the Mud and Egg Plan in California,. the social-patriotic candidates
of the American Labor Party in New York, etc, From the ultra-lefts
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(Syndicalists in Spain) to the centrists (TrotskYites) to the re-
formists:(Stalinists=SOcialists, eta) the different false theories
blend into common action*--- of support of one group of capitalists
cgainst,another group of capitalists, instead of POLICY OF INDEPENDENT
7IORKING CLASS ACTION, a three cornered fight. .

. 3. THE LABOR 'PARTY

Everyone knows that the Trotskyites are for building a labor
party candidates, and most disgusting .of all, the support of the
social-patriotic program and candidates in the New York election of
the American Labor Party. In some of their writings SOMB of the
outstanding Trotskyists writers admit that the Labor Party is and can.
only be a THRID CAPITALIST PARTY, that it is not a working class
party in CONTENT and can never be one This is the policy of sup- -

pQrting one group cf capitalists against another group of capitalists..
This is betrayal of the working class. (These are harsh words, but
true ones.)

'

4 -.CLASS GAINS VERSUS REMUS

In the field of the most elementary aspectsof the class -

struggle, the day to day struggle, we find the most complicated and
least understood aspect of the class struggle. Again we find all
non-Marxian tendencies carrying on a. two-cornered-fight: the support
of reform versus reaction, instead of the fight for CLASS GAINS
( independent viorking class .action) against reforms (class collabo-
rationist crumbs handed don from the top to placate, to stem the
tide, to warp, to control the working class moVement), as well as .

ti o struggle against the reactionaries (who advocate the club and the
gun to control laborlinstead of the sugar-coated vairds and crumbs
from the misters' table.) In the day-to-day' struggle, it is not only
the material crumbs obtained, and the laws the exploiters place on .

the books that are decisive; these are by-products of the CLASS
3TWOGGLE. Reforms are by-products-of the class struggle TOWARD TIE
MRUGGLE FOR POWER, and to the degree that the class struggle is
intensified (versus class collaboration on theone hand and reaction
on the other) in the three cornered fight, the more Crumbs as
bribery .(due to fear) will the exploiters hand dom.

' 5'.71*.DMOCR&TIC RIGHTS OF THitWORKERS'AND MASSES
VERSUS BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY

Hero, too,in one of the most elementary spheres of the class
struggle, the difference between class struggle and class collabora-
tion. is revelaed. Those die advocate in ono form or mother, in any
form, the support of one group of capitalists or one group of imper-
Lalists (as Trotsky does) inevitably fall into the swamp of defending
,apitalist democracy (not against fascism): but against the working
Ilass and its march toward p6.

' To defend the democratic rights of the working class and the
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oppressed masses there must be a systematic constant STRUGGLE AGAINST
BOURGEOIS DZAOCRACY AS WELL FASCISM. In other Words, to
defend our class rights we must struggle against capitalism in both
its bourgeois democratic and fascist form. .

. Now so with the Trotskyites. They agree to support "even
rotten bourgeois democracy" in Spain (the Peoples Front PIT-Caballeor
government), in China, the Cardenas government in Mexico , the
social-patriotic dinarlc(1n Labor Party in New York, etc:, Instead of
fighting on two fronts t a three cornered struggle) ti'' TrouzqzYitos
think in terms of supporting one group of capitalists agal.nst a.aother
_.-- the old and rotten Policy of the'"lesser'evil."

6 -- IMPERIALISk AND TEE COLONIAL.BOURGZOISIE

Trotsky and other centrletP4-as.well as reforaists
Stalin have completely warped the Lenin concept of the right of self-

determination, the colonial question and the national quest...ion. In
all phases of these questions the Trotskyites, since they agree you
can support one group of JAPERILISTS against another group of
EgPERIALISTS, can naturally support the national bourgeoisie, the
colonial bourgeoisie, the small capitalist nations "against 4 the
large,imporialists.,

7 -- THE SUPPORT OF CAPITALISL4 AGAINST THE WORKING CLASS

In reality the concept of Trotsky -- to support 'one group of
capitalists against another -- is a trick sentence and bas no meaning.
unless broken down and analyzed. We are not only again$t zs4e con-
cept Of supporting one group of imperialists against arothov; that
is only part of the problem and not the most inTO;tant 1;6., even
though it is fundamentally false. The other,, mora liaportan aspect,
of the same problem that is concealed withrt this formula t:4-tno,
relation of this position to the working closs,

The support of one group of capitalists (Ilagatnsto 'another
'group of capitalists) in reality means the F;;UPPORT OF CAPITALISU
.aGAINST TE'2, WORKING CLASS. What is true in relation to capitalism
as a whole, the support of ,capitalism egainst :the working class, is
also true in the trado union field. The sup:Ion& of the capitalist
agents in our .ra]nks is the support of eapizal.ism. It is likewise
true in the national and colonial sphere., The support of the
colonial bourgeoisie is the support of capitalism against the pro-,
letariat and colonial masses.

The Marxists' position isnot the support of Chiang-Kai-Shek
not the support of Cardenas, not the support of Ghandi, not the ,

support of Hanle Sdhssie, but instead tha.support of the prclotariat.
and colonial nassus against IMP-MALL/S:4 and against the AGENTS OF
IKPERL,LISM. IN BACKV.RD COUNTRIES. In tho present decay stage, the
exploiters of the backward Countries can only be agents of one grolIP:
of capitalists or another'group of capitalists.

_

, '

5
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TO SUPPORT the colonial exploiters, aid 'Co MARCH SEPARATELY
AND STRIKE TOGETHER against imperialism with the colonial bourgeoisie
aro two different linos of march. To support Kerensky was the
opposite of Lenin's line to march separately anA, strike together
against Kornilov.

INDEPENDENT WORKING CLASS ACTION

There is a world_ of difference between the support of one
tnporialist power and the fact that an imperialist power takes ad-
vantagect weakneds or difficulties, and thereby gains objectives
for its own ends. For example, the Anglo-American antagonism was
utilized by Italy in the Ethiopean invasion. The refusal of the
United States to support the British oil embargo (together with the
Stalinist sell-out) enabled Italy to gain its objective. But this
as not United States support of Italy.

The Brest-Litovsk example Trotsky gives is absolutely wrong.
- -Lenin and the Bolsheviks did'nit support German imperialism (as for

example, against Kerensky who supported the .Anglo-French bloc).
Lenin's policy which prevailed, vas-based on the line of independent
working class action against ALL imperialism. Instead of an advance
the Russian workers had to RETREAT at the point of the German gun
at their head, MOmentarily the Germans gained. But if the Brest
Litovsk treaty had had the policy of support of German imperialism,
instead of the policy of defeatism., the October Revolution would have
passed out of history at its inception. .

The I.W.V.(7esterday) and the C.I.O. (today) carry on organi-
zational drives that objectively help, in a limited sense, the A.F.L.
Because the bosses fear the industrial unions and the "rhdicals",
they placate the organizational drive by quickly signing up with the

.0, reactionary .A.F. of L. leaders. No one could claim that beoause the
boss signed up with the .F. of L. this meant that the I.W.V:f°6r the
C.I.O. were SUPPORTING THE A.F. of L. There are Countless other
such examples. . ,

8 -- SUPPORT ONE GROUP OF IMPERIALISTS, AS TROTSKY ADVOCATES?

Yes, there are maneuvers and maneuvers, but the support of a
group of imperialists versus another group ( and to pawn this off

, as a "practical calculation" and not a principle) is just the kind
of maneuver that has nothing in common with Marxism. It is
opportunism

'True, the proletariat and its vanguard must utilize the
- -friction in the camp of the enauy. We must take advantage of the

struggle between .bourgeois democracy and fascism, etc. But one
0.-INNOT take advantage of the friction in the exploiters camp BY
SUPPORTING ONE GROUP AGAINST ANOTHER.

The class cannot support one group of exploiters against the
r through its trade unions, through its political party, or
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through its Soviet States. The organizational instruments of the
class must carry out an INDEPENDENT working class line AGAINST
0.,..PITALIML(Both "democratic" and fascist) to defend and advance the
INTERESTS OF THE WORKING CLASS,.

The utilization of the friction in the exploiters camp by
the working class and its organizations can be had only on the basis
of the political and organizational independence of the revolutionary
Larxiam organization, and through clear-cut independent working class

action. This calls for MoneUvering, such as united fronts, such as
a fight on two frontsin the trade unions, such as the strategy of
marching separately and striking together.

It is no accident that Trotsky can write on revolutionary
defeatism and call for defeatism in Germany and for "political
opposition" in France (if the Soyiet Union is on the side of France
in the imperialist war.) It is no accident that Trotssky can call
for opposition to Aritish Imperialism in the Mexican oil dispute,
but at the same time keep as silent as the grave on the role
American imperialist. .

9 - LENIN, KERENSKY, KORNILOV

) One should read and reread not Trotsky's version, but Lenin's
own material arid the historical facts on the Lenin-Kerensky-Kornilov
struggle in Russia. Here is the best historical example Of the
question we have, been discussing: the three corned struggle.

The reason it is the best historical example is because it
was the first major success of the Marxian line OF INDEPENDENT WORK*
ING CLASS ACTION AGAINST CaPITI,LISK (against its bourgeois democratic
foym Larensky, and against its reactionary form, Kornilov.

Yesterday Stalin started out to revise Marxism as a centrist
and now ends as a social-patriot and reformist of the worst type.
.Following him Trotsky is revising Marxism as a centrist, but here,
too, a centrist fastly moving to the right. Centrism is not so
easily transformed into its crystal-pure farm in a writing roam.
It is more rapidly transformed in the heat, the red heat of parti-
cipation in the class events.

10 - CL.o.SS-AGILINST-GLA.SS LINE. .

we have pointed out that these, opportunistsin 'their eclectic
.reasoning ignore the three-cornered StrategiCal. struggle (Lenin-
Kerensky-Kornilov) and instead become victiMs:.or'eapitalisx-beoli.use
they SUPPORT one -group of capitalists against .the other. .-Th4se.dif-
ferent aspects of the class struggle presented above'reveal-theidarxian
LINE as against the opportunist line, But we must,. before concluding,
point out that the ,three cornered fight.is.the STRA.T4GICAL:AFFLICATION
OF A LINE, the line of class struggle. This line .da4Is with
FUNDA14NTAL eontra4ictorYlorcea.- tha.proletariat.and:the bourgeoisie,
but not 446t.Two-a4tsgCnists. For deteraing.thOLINE, the Ilarxian-



2 - Centre and Left Capitalist Forces
(Bourgeois - Democratic)

f.:y(Bourgeois..Refermersf,
.

(Social Reformers

(Centrism

f44i
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principles, an understanding of the two FUNDI-liaTL forces, is essen-
tial. But for determining the strategy and tactics of the class
strugglu, we must also take into account the antagonists, the division
of labor within thu capitalist camp, the three cornered.struggle.

It is not the ultra-left who talks 'about class against class
and thun retreats to a vacuum, who can understand the relation of
the two classes, the exploiters and the exploited.. In their concept
of a pure class struggle they reach Buddhist bliss.. Nor is it the
"realists, those who "understand*" the "mass Movements"; the opportun-
ists those wha SUPPORT ONE GROUP OF O.L,PITALISTS A,G.ZNST TH1 WORKING

,

CLISS under the guise of supporting one group against. the other group
of GLPITALISTS, who can understand the class struggle. They, too,
these centrists and reformists negate the class struggle, the funda-
mental LIN.L, .OF ,opposites. That is why vo say that the centrists and
reformists and ultra-lefts (opportunists) supplement each other.,

The working class must understand that the capitalist mode
of production and its contradictions are the material factors of the
class struggle from which springs the Marician principle of the class
struggle and its position of not sZpport to any group of exploiters,
their .state, and their agents, but rather the Polley of independent
working class action on an anti-capitalist, pro-communist LINE.

.November 16, 1939

(Note: This article appeared in the INTERN4aIONiiL NEWS sof
. ,

January, 1940.)
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N THE WORLD TODAY
There are many different concepts in society today for a solu-

tion of the economic difficulties confront ing.man. We hear .about the
middle road, about the third strategy, and about many other similar
concepts. But Levi, if any, of.-these concepts take in or understand
the question of the three forces in _society today. When we speak
of three forces we are dealing with the basic moving dynamics of
class conflict from which all other "forces" flow or are subordinated
as secondary "forces".

'MANY TENDENCIES IN SOCIETY .

In order tocdlear Up the question of the reration of tendencies
tothe way we Ise the term "force"- in social conflict; we will deal
with some of the main tendencies.in-United States society.' Also in
Order to lay a basis for the.velation of the problem of tendencies
to the three main forces later in the article. If we start from the
rl.g4t and proceed to the left we Will have a graph along the following
order. We have not listed' 411 tendencies. We have only listed enoug4
tendencies to give a general idea of the faetors involved.

TENDENCIES:
. ,

- Right (Fascists). Capitalist .Force Fascists.
Open Capitalist Dictatorship
American varieties of

fascists,
Mac Arthur Clique.
Reactionary Southern Democrats
Reactionary Republicans

Truman gang.
Stassen clique
Eisenhouer clique
Ickes-Roosevelt lefts.
Dewey clique

Wallace lefts
Green-AFL
Lewis-Miners
Murray-CIO-

Farmer Parties.
Stalinists
.Socialists

Trotsky-Cannon,
Trotsky-Shachtraan
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The different tendencies.of Social reformism, either those.who give lip service to Marxism, or'those who don't'(anarchists)
present in one fora or another emotional programs lot the workers;programs, however, that negate the interest of the workers. On thispremise, on the premise of what we call the revisionism of Marxismor the denial nf Marxism, they become appendages of the liberal,left capitalist forces in class struggle development.

WALLAICE Ai.ND THE ST11.LINIST8

The capitalist press from Mrs. Rossevelt,to Dorothy ThoMpsoh,to Truman, to Stassen, to Taft, and to all the:other reactionaries
would have 'us believe that Wallace is a stooge and prisoner of theCommunist (Stalinists) Party.. This is far from the truth. This isn capitalist lie. This is capitalist propaganda. Theoretically andideologically Wallace is the leader. The ComMhnist (Stalinist)
Party have given up Marxism and are following a left capitalistpolitician, and a very clever one at that. Wallace is as safe andsound for the United States as Mac Donald was for England, or Noske
was for Germany, or.Kerensky for Russia, or Bevin for England today.He is even to the right of them. But conditions have not movedthat far left in 41merica--yet. True; the Stalihists'have an iron-clad
organizational structure below Wallace; but everywhere Wallace isorganizing his own dual liberal structure, and above all Wallacedetermines line, policy and all that goes with it, This role of theStalinists in one fora or the other, is the typical role of ALLsoma, REFORims.

11-FA' L4-,BOR P4RTYAND,THE BOURGEOIS DEMOCRATS'.

Whereas. most of the social reformers, such as the left soda-lists above all the centrists such as the Trotskyites, are tooclever to be caught in the awkward positions that Moscow (sacrifices)gets the local communists in, the faet remains that in their own wayand with proper "face saving" devices, they too, in oontent, but notin form, .play the same role. By their support of the LABOR PARTIES(in oppoSition) they become the tail to the kite of social reformismmd in-turn to bourgeois democracy. "

There are many othervprinciple questions oflarxism on-whichthe Centrists falter shifting them over into the camp of the laborparty, and in turn in support of bourgeois democracy in deeds, eventhough they oppose bourgeois democracy in words.. These questions wedeal with in our press from time to time.
7

.BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY Pi-LVES THE Ma FOR Es.SCISU
. .

In listing the three forces, we have listed bon/geois demo-
.

cracy'as. the middle force--between Lenin's dietatofthip against the-lxploiters and workers' democracy on the one hand, and fascism or anopen-capitalist dictatorship on the other.. Stalinism in no way
_ , '
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(Ultra-Lefts )

3- Revolutionary Liarxism, Independent
orking Class s..ction.

Revolutionary Marxian

Working Class
parties and groups

SONE. FCTS .t BOUT TENDENCIES

V:e have not listed in their detailed order the different,ten-
dencies from right to left. For example, we hdve listed the Wallace
Group, ,Green, Lewis and Murray under bourgeois reformers, and .although
,we list Y;allace at the top of the list, it muld seem as though he
is the right wing. However, we all know that among the bourgeois
reformers listed, Wallace is the left and John L. Lewis is the'right.
That is true today. These bourgeois reformers will change places at
different stages of economic crisis. For example, in 1936 when the

' CIO vas formed, when the nasseg Moved toward industrial unions (and
many with a 'class struggle policy) John L. Lewis was with this crowd
--to the left of the others. During the war we know that Lewis flirted
with the Fascists. Because they do belong to the second force; the
center ,and left capitalist force, better known as BOURGEOIS DEAOCRACY
TEEY TIKE ON THE8E UPS 1,ND DOWNSt .'

The main difference between the bourgeoisreformers and the
social reformers is that Whereas the bourgeois reformers openly declare
their loyalty to capitalism, they attempt to reform, to correct and
to modify capitalism,,the social reformers declare their opposition .

'to capitalimn. Inane form' or another the social reformers are mainly
Liarxigt in words and capitalists in deed. However, among this group
are such as the ,.narchists who oppose Aarxigm, but Who (as the

_Sp,xlish Revolution clearly proved) are nothing but right wing social
reformists. (Note: We are not referring to the Durutti Group of
the imarchists. This was a revolutionary workers' group.)

Idthough the social reformers in words are opposed to capi-
taligm.while the bourgeois reformers are for capitalism, there are
nnny'cbncrete cases when the bourgeois reformes are to the left of
the .(some groups) social reformers. For example, when the Stalinists
signed the Hitler-Stalin pact the Stalinist social reformers were to
the right of practically every group of bourgeois reformers. Far
example, when the Labor party under MacDonald shot down Indian
nationalists, or when the present Labor government inEngland works
with the,rabs for oil against the Jewish nationalist state, they
aro to the right Of most Nherican Bourgeois reformers and some centre.
capitalist forces.

When John L. Lewis flirted with the Fascists during the war
he was far to the right of the centre capitalist wings, even though
he was a bourgeois reformer, a left capitalist force due to his posi-
tion as head of a powerful miners union.

BOURGEOIS DEMOCRi..CY ND SOCLIL RU011141614
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1. FOURTH FORCE

In considering the possibility of fourth force, not a:fourth
strategy or tactic, we must also state a few facts about.the system
under which we live. Since we live under capitalism, since canital-
ism dominates the world and determines th, policies in basic and *

broad outline, even in a .carry over economy such as feudalism and
remoter economic carryovers, it is essential to understand the
dynamics of its political patties.

Now matter how many political parties in a capitalist cPuntrY,
and we may .add that with capitalist decay the number of parties and
the factions increase, it is essential to understand that basically
those capitalist parties will make a line of demarcation between:-
bourgeois democracy and open dictatorship, between fascism and bourgeois
demccracy 'as Roosevelt and the Stalinistsexpressed it civil war'
will break out in this or that country between these two forme, be-
tween the dapitalist open dictatorship (fascists etc) and the
democrats. '

"Iffl this strtggle'would have taken place in a DEVELOPING ST.11,GE
OF ITLIu, it would have been primarily a struggle between the
dictatorship and the .capitalist demalrats. But if the struggle
develops in the DECIff ST4E (and that is what we have today) it is
primarily a'strUggle between CO1ffMUNIS15...ED FL1.SCIS1, even though the
democratic Capitalist be in 'power and will have at the moment

. . .

the greatest armed force. -
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That is the reason we criticized Leon Trotsky and his followers
for labeling the Spanish Revolution a struggle between democracy and
fasciaa."We correctly labeled it a struggle between communism and
fascism with democracy paving the way for fascism. Our published
documents in the INTERNATIONAL NEWS of that period will give ample
evidence to this assertion.

, Can Stalinism, which holds state power In Russia and the
Balkan countries, play an independent "FOURTH POSITION" or can Soci-
alism in its state power in different parts of Europe play an inde:-
pendent "FOURTH POSITION"? No: Categorically no. History has given
ample evidence to the revolUtionary.Marxists upholding their.
theoretical position that these revisionists of Marxism cannot play
an independent role. Once they reviseidarxiam, which equates inde-
,sendent working class action, they are domed to becoming the tail
end of supporting the bourgeois democrats. They don't support
bourgeois democracy from the right or center; they support bourgeois
democracy from the left in words and in ACTION they .support bourgeois
Oemodracy from every angle possible, from right, center and left.
On the premise of revisionism or denial of revolutionary Marxism there
can be no independent working class action.

Let us restate the problem of why there are only three forces
in society: In the first place there is no position in between the
dictatorship of the working class (any form of workers' rule) and
therefore, the so called workers parties are either supporting left

. bourgeois policies or are representing the dictatorship of the
proletariat. History will prove that the Socialists, Stalinists,
Imarchists, all who have had power in one form or another represent
revAions of Marxism, and rule not in the workers' interests but
negate it.

Furthermore, history has proven that under decay capitalist
rule the countless factions and parties and smnlgams represent only
two distinct forces, either bourgeois democracy in one or another
clegree of disintegration or the open naked dictatorship of the
capitalists (be it fascists white terror, or any other form. of
military or monopolist rule.)

. Either the so called worlsrs parties establiSh the dictatorship
of the prolctariat (with its leninist democratic form) or they will
rule as labor, workers, socialist, stalinist, etc., governments in
the capitalist interest and against the worker's interest.

There is one "seeming" exception to this above premise. The
Soviet Union and the Stalinist regime. That is due to the usurpation.
of power by the Stalinists in Russia. It was not Stalin's policy .

that gained power or held Tower. It was Lenin's policy. It was
revolutionary Marxism. Stalinism represents a degeneration of this
previous position. As yet they have not been able to overturn the
basic economic foundation that the October revolution under Lenin
and Trotsky brought forth. But their internal and world policy is

A I.
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represents Marxiam except. A a ,revision of Lenin's teaching, a re-
vision of Marxism.

.;

So long as a not is strong (such as the United States) and

it wealth is used int:Amationally to prop up decay capitalim, that
long can fasciau be held in check: But as soon as the decay eats
into the vital units of production of the means of production (more
than production for consumption) than the open class war between
fascism and communism not Stalinism0 takes place. The bourgeois
democrats play. a middle of the road position in this struggle. The
bourgeois,reformera, they social. reformers and the centrists and ultra-

lefts, in their turn and in their own way also play a middle of the
road position-as histnry has already testified in countless examples.

In the .head of the intense class struggle for the seizure of
power between 'comMuniau (not Stalinism) and fascism in a country deep
in capitalist decay, the bourgeois democrats inevitably, historically
and with malice and forethought, support the fascists against the
communists i/ideeds, while in words they condemn the fascists. The
social f6formists and centrists trailing this camp become the cruel
victims'of'historical fate. Most Of the rank .and file are sincere
and mean well, but not understanding their leadership's policy-they
are duped.
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opportunist, is revisionist and does not represent the independent
action of the Workers and revolutionary Liarxisra. They too can only
play a role for the niadle, for bourgeois democracy, even though
they represent in fora the cost ruthless dictatorship OVER the workers
th6 world has yet seen. crude analogy could be the comparison to
the gangsters in the .emerican trade union novement. As dictators
even Hitler or. Stalin have nothing on them. But POLITICJ-iLLY.these
gangsters can ONIN play. a role in supiR5rt of bourgeois deunc racy vs
the . erking class,, except when and where fascism or other 'oms
open dictatorship o,re ready to take power. In other words, they can
either auPpert capitalist dictatorship or capitalist damoceacy,
depending upon who is in power. The kaportant lesson to learn is that
as dictators, under capitalist democracy they suPport bourgeois
democracy against prbletarian democracy. So to do the Stalinists
on a v.prld scale, even though they are despotic,

The revolutionary Marxists, the working class and their allies
are ,the only ones who can play .a ,thil4d role, who represent a third
force and: present an independent Position .against the different forms
of bourgeois rule.
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